PINCH
We started PINCH with a single aim; to design and make furniture and lighting that we would want to live with. We set our sights on what we might want. We indulged ourselves in the detail, and didn’t compromise on the materials. The result is our growing collection and we are delighted to have been nominated for, and to have won, many design awards along the way.

Our work celebrates simplicity of form, the purity of a good shape and our emotional connection with the materials around us. We live in a cluttered world and any furniture or product has to work very hard to win its place. We believe in poetic design, making beautiful things, pieces that endure, inspire and aspire to be inherited. Our furniture and lighting work in both domestic spaces and contract environments and whilst we had a very personal vision of how our pieces might live, we delight in the fact that our clients engage with them differently to create very personal and particular spaces.

PINCH is a collaboration between husband and wife Russell Pinch and Oona Bannon. Our pieces are hand made and are considered and built to last.
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LOWRY SIDEBOARD

The Lowry sideboard features a series of solid wood fins, of varying widths and depths. The fin sections also act as handles for the 2 central drawers and the cupboards at each end, each housing an adjustable shelf and integrated cable access in the base.

Standard finishes available: Cherry, oak, black American walnut or douglas fir.

Can be made to bespoke sizes and specifications.

FREY SIDEBOARD

The Frey sideboard has 3 double paneled doors which open to reveal timber-lined locking cupboards, each housing an adjustable shelf and integrated cable access in the base.

Standard finishes available: Whitecross, Freud lacquered exterior. Oak or black American walnut interior.

Can also be made to bespoke sizes, colours and specifications.

ALBA SIDEBOARD

The front sections open to reveal a timber-lined interior, offering two drawers centrally and a cupboard at each end, each housing an adjustable shelf and integrated cable access in the base.

Standard finishes available: Whitecross lacquered exterior. Oak or black American walnut interior.

Can also be made to bespoke sizes, colours and specifications.

FREY ARMOIRE

The Frey Armoire features paneled doors, which open to reveal timber-lined interiors. We offer a series of standard internal configurations (see page 85).

Standard finishes available: Whitecross, Freud, Kingsgate, Puddleduck lacquered exterior. Cherry, oak or black American walnut interior.

Can also be made to bespoke sizes, colours and specifications.
ALBA ARMOIRE

The Alba Armoire features relief-paneled doors, which open to reveal timber-lined interiors, we offer a series of standard internal configurations (see page 85).

Standard finishes available: Whitecross, Freud, Kingsgate or Puddleduck lacquered exterior.
Cherry, oak or black American walnut interior.
Can also be made to bespoke sizes, colours and specifications.

JOYCE CABINET

The Joyce cabinet has sliding glass-fronted doors and a timber-lined interior with four adjustable shelves and four drawers. There are 2 cable grommets above the drawers.

Standard finishes available: Puddleduck lacquered exterior. Cherry, oak or black American walnut interior.
Can also be made to bespoke sizes, colours and specifications.

JOYCE CHEST OF DRAWERS

The Joyce chest has 8 timber drawers and a lacquered casing.

Standard finishes available: Whitecross or Freud lacquered exterior. Cherry, oak or black American walnut drawers.
Can also be made to bespoke sizes, colours and specifications.
VIGO SHELVING
A series of shelving units made from open and closed boxes and drawer sections in timber and lacquered finishes.
Standard finishes available: Lacquered sections as shown. Cherry, oak or black American walnut timber options.
Can also be made to bespoke sizes, colours and specifications.

POST OFFICE SHELVING
The Post Office shelving is made from white oiled oak box sections with solid ash support rails.
Standard finish available: Oak and ash with a white oil finish.
Can also be made to bespoke sizes, and specifications.

WILLO COFFEE TABLE
The Willo coffee table has a solid oak sculpted-edged top, and steam bent ash legs.
Standard finish available: oak and ash with a white oil finish.
CLEMENT COFFEE TABLE
The Clement coffee table has an elliptical top and a lower shelf.
Standard finish available: oak top, walnut legs and Puddleduck lacquered shelf.

ACHILLES DINING TABLE
The Achilles table has a raw oak top with soft chamfered edges, and a white oiled trestle base.
Can also be made to bespoke sizes, materials and specifications.

LYLE CONSOLE
The Lyle console is made from black American walnut with a drawer to its centre and a honed limestone top.
Can also be made to bespoke sizes, materials and specifications.

HARPER TABLE
The Harper dining table is available in rectangular, elliptical, and extending versions.
Standard finishes available: Oak, natural black American walnut or tinted black American walnut (or top/base combinations thereof)
Can also be made to bespoke sizes and specifications.
CLYDE SIDE TABLE

A three-legged occasional table with a turned solid wood top and triangular shelf below. Standard finishes available: black stained ash, white oiled ash, full oak or oak top/black American walnut base.

CLYDE LAMP TABLE


YVES DESK

The Yves desk has an inlaid leather writing surface, two drawers (the top one colour matched to the leather) and covered cable access holes. Standard finishes available: Black American walnut base, lacquered top drawer with walnut peg handle. Choice of bamboo green or aubergine (as shown) leather top. Can also be made to bespoke sizes, materials and specifications.

PONTUS DESK

The Pontus desk has an integrated cable management system and hidden router/hard drive storage built-in. The pigeon-hole unit has 2 sliding doors and can be placed directly on the surface of the desk or wall mounted as desired. Standard finishes available: Desk: black American walnut legs, oak top, lacquered drawers (choice of Whitecross or Puddleduck) with walnut peg handles. Pigeon hole unit: oak unit lined in walnut with walnut sliding doors. Can also be made to bespoke sizes, materials and specifications.
GODDARD SOFA
A fixed seat 3 seater sofa traditionally made with a sprung seat and back.
Materials: Solid beech frame. Legs: natural walnut or dark stained beech.
Fabric: COM or supplied by PINCH.
Can also be made to bespoke sizes.

MOREAU SOFA
A deep and stately sofa with a camel back detail and an informal and comfortable recline.
Frame: solid beech. Legs: oak, natural or tinted walnut.
Cushions: down/feather mix or feather foam wrap. Fabric: COM or supplied by PINCH.
Can also be made to bespoke sizes.

BOYD SOFA
A generous cushioned sofa with a high back available in 3 lengths.
Frame: solid beech. Legs: oak, natural or tinted walnut.
Cushions: down/feather mix or feather foam wrap. Fabric: COM or supplied by PINCH.
Can also be made to bespoke sizes.
CLAUDE SOFA
A laid back extra deep and inviting sofa available in 2 lengths. Frame: solid beech. Legs: dark stained beech. Cushions: down/feather mix or feather foam wrap. Fabric: COM or supplied by PINCH. Can also be made to bespoke sizes.

PENDEL TWO SEAT SOFA
A compact two seat sofa with a high back and a pocket sprung seat. Frame: solid beech. Legs: oak, natural or tinted walnut. Fabric: COM or supplied by PINCH. Can also be made to bespoke sizes.

PENDEL ARMCHAIR & FOOTSTOOL
A compact armchair with a high back and a pocket sprung seat. Footstool optional. Frame: solid beech. Legs: oak, natural or tinted walnut. Fabric: COM or supplied by PINCH.

BRODY ARMCHAIR
IMO FOLDING STOOL

Imo folds down through its centre, allowing it to be wall mounted using the supplied walnut peg.

Materials: black American walnut base and oak top. Walnut peg.

IMO BAR STOOL

The Imo bar stool has a fixed base and a gently shaped seat. Available in 2 heights.

Materials: white oiled oak seat and legs, or matt lacquered oak seat and walnut legs.

IMO BENCH

The Imo bench seats 3. Upholstered pad with leather fasteners optional.

Materials: white oiled oak seat and legs. Fabric: COM or supplied by PINCH.

CONTORE BENCH

Symmetrical upholstered bench in two standard sizes with turned oak legs and a buttoned, feather filled bolster cushion.


Can also be made to bespoke sizes.

TWIG

Sculptured bench, cube or vertical column that can be used as seating or side tables made from coppiced hazel. Recommended for internal use.

HOLLAND PARK CHAIR

Made from solid beech, with a white oiled finish and available in armchair and dining chair versions.
ANDERS LIGHT
Sculpted from layers of banana fibre, draped and stitched around the central light fixing. As a handmade piece, each light is unique and variations to its shape and form will occur.
Materials: banana-fibre shade. Supplied with a grey weave flex and porcelain rose.
Bulb requirements: E27 (screw-in bulb maximum 100w) US fittings on request.

SOREN LIGHT
The Soren light makes a virtue of its copper frame, which is apparent through its banana-fibre outer when illuminated.
Materials: copper plated frame and banana-fibre/linen shade. Supplied with a grey weave flex and porcelain rose. Bulb requirements: E27 (screw-in bulb maximum 100w) US fittings on request.

BEATA LIGHT
A layered light, available in 2 natural tones, that develops intensity of colour when the light is illuminated.
Materials: Parasisal shade in white or warm linen. Supplied with a grey weave flex and porcelain rose. Bulb requirements: E27 (screw-in bulb maximum 60w) US fittings on request.

IONA WALL HUNG MIRROR
Elliptical mirror with a shaker-style joint and brass rivet detail at one side and a split baton on the rear for ease of hanging.
Available in: oak with a white oiled finish or black American walnut.
IONA CHEVAL MIRROR
A full-length pivoting elliptical mirror with a shaker-style joint and brass rivet detail at one side held in an A-frame with a lacquered drawer box below.
Available in: oak with a white oiled finish and a white lacquer drawer box.

IONA GRAND MIRROR
A very large mirror which can be wall-mounted or floor standing supported on an optional oak chock.
Available in: Antique or standard finish mirror. Black American walnut frame.

Armoire interior options
The Armoire interiors have been created to offer flexibility. We have designed a selection of uses from wardrobe to media and beyond. However all requests such as mini bars and home office can be made. All armoires are available in single and double sizes, with bespoke versions on request.
Bespoke

Our furniture is made in small batches or made to order. This means our clients can commission their piece in bespoke dimensions, finishes or configurations – always redrawn by us to maintain the original design integrity.

Please contact us with any requirements.
Finishes

UPHOLSTERY

We show our upholstery in a selection of house fabrics but can also purchase your chosen fabric on your behalf, alternatively pieces may be commissioned in COM (customer own material) assuming a suitable quality. If you are supplying COM we ask for a sample to ensure its suitability, and please note many COM fabrics will need to be supplied with a fire retardant back coating.

CABINETRY

We have created a small colour collection for painted finishes (the swatches below are for guidance only and physical swatches are available on request). Some of our standard pieces are available in specific colours and timbers only, this is listed within the technical information for each piece.

We can also bespoke make our pieces in either our collection of colours, or can match your own paint reference. Please note that changes to our standard finishes may incur additional cost.

Painted Finishes

Bluebird  Puddleduck  Rubrum  Whitecross  Kingsgate  Freud

Timber

Natural Cherry  Natural Oak  White oiled Oak  Natural Walnut  Tinted Walnut  White oiled Douglas Fir

Desktop leather

Bamboo  Aubergine
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We have done our best to make sure all the information contained in this brochure is correct, and we reserve the right to make any changes or alterations to dimensions or specifications without notice.